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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Every so often, some outside force - pressure - rips apart the fabric of human ecosystems - our bodies, our communities, our businesses.  After studying human performance and the longest lived populations on the planet, Dr Vuu has discovered the one trait that activates the biology of health, longevity, and human performance.  The Thrive State is an energetic field - a state of being - that each of us can learn to harness to unleash more energy, vitality, resilience, and creativity into our lives and businesses.  That even during times of uncertainty and hardship, we can access the Thrive State to unlock the resources within ourselves to thrive and solve our biggest challenges in health, in business, and in life. �



Presenter
Presentation Notes
On January 20, 2020, a cruise ship—the Diamond Princess—departed Yokohama, Japan. Five days later, an 80-year-old man requiring medical attention disembarked. His cough and fever turned out to be COVID pneumonia.  The entire cruise ship was quarantined for 27 days.  This isolated outbreak aboard the Diamond Princess represents a social experiment we can't do realistically or ethically. That is—put hundreds of people together in close quarters, expose them to a novel and contagious virus, and wait to see what happens. Ultimately, 1 in 5 people aboard became infected, and 2% of those infected died. Unknown to this day are the even larger numbers of people who survived but continue to experience debilitating symptoms. �In the same vein, we see the pandemic affect the health of our businesses - many are experiencing tumultuous drops in the physical and mental health, morale, and productivity of their workforce. Gallup recently announced that at least 50% of workers are either “quietly quitting” or not engaged with their organizations. Across the spectrum, businesses are struggling to hire and keep good people. �These examples bring up some important questions. Why do some people suffer from severe and even fatal forms of an infectious illness, yet others experience only mild symptoms or none at all? Similarly, why do some organizations have employees that routinely quit on them, while others are a magnet for attracting and keeping the best people? How are some people and organizations able to access optimal health, longevity, and peak performance no matter how challenging the situation? And how do they have the physical, mental, emotional, and spiritual fortitude to remain resilient in the face of change ?  What is the one quality that allows for people and organizations to thrive under pressure and change, while others barely survive ? 



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Optimized Human Potential  �Today, our human bodies encompass all the genes and gifts inherited from the many generations of natural selection preceding us. Our biological machinery is equipped with an immune system that protects us from the tiniest of pathogens. We have been gifted with the mental acuity and innovation to put a man on the moon; the emotional intelligence to create great works of art; and a physical body capable of scaling the world’s tallest mountains. Every person who lives beyond a hundred years is proof that there is no artificial limit to how long we can live, or even thrive.�To thrive - that’s the drive of every living species on this planet - to evolve into the best versions of themselves.  This pandemic has shown people that mere survival is not enough.  There’s been a paradigm shift in people’s values. People now expect more out of themselves and the ppl they work with.  And instead of being susceptible to the next lurking stress or disaster, they want to be empowered by the knowledge, the tools, and the organizations that will help them thrive.��



“A diamond is a chunk 
of coal that did well 
under pressure. I 
would like to think we'll 
be remembered as one 
big family that, under 
some very challenging 
times, remained united 
with sacrifice and went 
through these 
problems.”   
- Captain Arma
Diamond Princess 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
When asked about his experience on the Diamond Princess, the Captain of the cruiseline said. “A diamond is a chunk of coal that did well under pressure.  I would like to think we'll be remembered as one big family that, under some very challenging times, remained united with sacrifice and went through these problems.”  Now English wasn’t his first language, but there are some profound points he elicits.  First…diamonds isn’t made from coal…it’s less than coal… carbon deposits.  And deep hundreds of miles beneath the earth.  This this thing… more insignificant than coal… under extreme heat, immense pressure, and time…can a brilliant diamond be formed.  And once formed, it can’t be broken.   Heat, pressure, and time are required for this amazing transformation to occur. 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
I could certainly say I’ve experienced my share of pressure over the past few years.  One incident comes to mind.  January 2021.  I was about to be a first time dad.  We were asked to come to the hospital to induce our baby.  So the nurse come in, she starts the IV, they start the induction process, “it’ll be a few hours before anything happens. Get some rest.” So I lay down in the hard hospital bed and begin to fall asleep. About 30 minutes later, I hear two footseps.  Didn’t think anything of it.  Then I hear four.  I’m starting to open my eyes.  Then a team of people start rushing into the room with an ultrasound machine. Part of me is thinking, am I dreaming ? The doctor puts the ultrasound on my fiance Tiffany, and then turns to me….�“Dr Vuu..Your baby might die if we don’t have an emergency C section right now.  [BIG PAUSE - let the statement breathe with the audience]�We had to make a difficult choice. We end up in the operating room.  When I first hear the baby cry, I’m like “Thank God.”  They ask me if I want to cut to the cord.  I cut the cord and then I realized something.�
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Kienvuu.com - @doctorvmd

Presenter
Presentation Notes
She wasn’t moving much.  Alarms start beeping. I look at her oxygen levels and they are dropping.  I look around and no-one would look me in the eye.  Then I feel this hand on my shoulder…  “Dr Vuu - we need to take her to the NICU now.” �Moments later our OB said “Dr Vuu, she was born with her cord wrapped around her neck and ankle”.  WHAT?!?!- was she deprived of oxygen, how long was it there, will she have brain damage, will she have the choice to live ?” �My daughter didn’t choose to have that cord wrapped around her neck.  And at that moment, I didn’t know if she’d be able to make any choices. �



THE 
POWER

OF 
CHOICE
IS OURS

Kienvuu.com - @doctorvmd

Presenter
Presentation Notes
And that’s why I’m here.  To remind us of the gift and the power of our choices - and how to use these choices -  difficult choices, empowering ones, conscious ones… EVEN in the darkest of times -  to find the deeper meaning, to access our hidden resources, to become the best versions of us. 
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THE SCIENCE OF LONGEVITY
VS. 

THE ART OF LIVING

Kienvuu.com - @doctorvmd

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The field of human performance and longevity is a fascinating one.  And the vision of this field of medicine is only to extend the human lifespan, but to preserve and possibly even enhance our physical and mental capacities as we age. �Show of hands…How many of you have a wearable or smart device that tracks part of your biology like your sleep and heart rate ? And how many of you have heard about new technologies like stem cells or gene editing. Clearly medicine has seen remarkable advances in the science of longevity…but I wonder how many of us are forgetting about another powerful medicine -  the art of living. ��
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THE TECHNOLOGY PARADOX

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The field of human performance and longevity is a fascinating one.  And the vision of this field of medicine is only to extend the human lifespan, but to preserve and possibly even enhance our physical and mental capacities as we age. �Show of hands…How many of you have a wearable or smart device that tracks part of your biology like your sleep and heart rate ? And how many of you have heard about new technologies like stem cells or gene editing. Clearly medicine has seen remarkable advances in the science of longevity…but I wonder how many of us are forgetting about another powerful medicine -  the art of living. �



“The paradox of our time in history….
is that we have taller buildings, but shorter tempers.
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wider freeways but narrower viewpoints. 
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We spend more, but have less. 

We buy more, but enjoy it less.
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We have more conveniences, but less time

Kienvuu.com - @doctorvmd



More medicine, but less wellness.

Kienvuu.com - @doctorvmd

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I’m here to make the case to you that with the advent of anti-aging technologies, we are not fated to simply extend lifespan without expanding life itself. We can do BOTH.  



We’ve learned how to make a living, but not a life;

Kienvuu.com - @doctorvmd

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I’m here to make the case to you that with the advent of anti-aging technologies, we are not fated to simply extend lifespan without expanding life itself. We can do BOTH.  



We’ve added years to life, not life to years.”

Dalai Lama

Kienvuu.com - @doctorvmd

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Being in the hospital with my daughter, I wasn’t thinking about my bank accounts or my business, I was just hoping for the chance at life.   I was reminded about what a miraculous gift it is to have this life.  But this speech isn’t about a chance at life.  It’s about the choice to live.  [pause]
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“Some people die at the age of 25,
but not buried until 75.” Benjamin Franklin

Kienvuu.com - @doctorvmd

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Benjamin Franklin said, “Some people die at the age of 25 but are not buried until 75!” With all this technology, are we merely pushing back the time we are buried… if we forget about CHOOSING to create a beautiful life? �



CONSCIOUS CHOICES

Kienvuu.com - @doctorvmd

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I’ve studied some of the world’s longest lived populations, and through this RETROSPECTIVE PERSPECTIVE…I’ve learned  it’s  through conscious choices, they were able to activate the biology of longevity and human performance.�



Kienvuu.com - @doctorvmd

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Let’s make the case that with the advent of all these new technologies, we are not fated to simply extend lifespan without expanding, enjoying, or enriching life itself. We can do BOTH.  
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DEFAULT MODE NETWORK (DMN)

- Brain’s Autopilot

- Stores Pain/Trauma

- Negativity Bias

- Fear

- Limiting Beliefs

- Seat of the EGOThe DEFAULT MODE IS ON when you’re 
not focused or paying attention

Presenter
Presentation Notes
But what can stop us ?  What limits our Human Potential ? Old Programming.  There’s a  part of the brain called the Default Mode Network, or the survival, autopilot mode of the brain.  It’s job - to keep us safe, to help us survive.  At an early age, it’s a sponge for information - doesn’t matter where it comes from - our parents, friends, community, society, tv, media - anywhere - it gives us our beliefs and model of the world, where we fit in the world, and constantly looking for what can hurt us.  It remembers our traumas.  That’s why there’s a negativity bias, this is where fear lives, and disempowering stories like I’m not good enough, I’m not worthy of love.  Problem is this operating system, these models and beliefs we have about the world, are programmed before the age of 10.  And unless we are conscious of this programming, we are making choices from this unconscious, conditioned, autopilot, survival, default operating system. �



Vox.com an bbc.om
Kienvuu.com - @doctorvmd

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In the past few years we’ve seen over 4000 anti-Asian hate crimes just in the US.  We’ve seen COVID19, a virus impacting the entire globe, labelled as the “China Virus”, which only reinforced the hatred and divide.  �I’ve had flashbacks of the racial slurs I encountered growing up in America.

http://en.wikipedia.com/


Harpersbazaar.com  and 
time.com

Kienvuu.com - @doctorvmd

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Just in the past few years George Floyd, the riots, Ahmaud Arbery, the capitol �

http://en.wikipedia.com/


Sandiegouniontribune.com and asia.Nikkei.com 
Kienvuu.com - @doctorvmd

Presenter
Presentation Notes
we’ve seen COVID19, a virus impacting the entire globe, labelled as the “China Virus”...  and over 4000 anti-Asian hate crimes only reinforcing the hatred and divide. �I’ve had flashbacks of the racial slurs I encountered growing up in America.

http://en.wikipedia.com/
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
I was an infant refugee from Vietnam, surviving 8 months on a boat & 3 months in a refugee camp.   �
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Every day I felt different, unaccepted. I didn’t fit in.  �This left a deep feeling of not being good enough, not being worthy enough.  That stress and anxiety drove me to fill the void with external or material success - great grades, an amazing education, accolades, plenty of toys… all thinking that this would give me the keys to a great life… I felt that so long as I strived for success, my life would end up much better than how it started…�



Text Here

Reference
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Prior to opening my Performance and Longevity practice, I spent many years as an Interventional Radiologist. And in that career, I trained at some of the world’s most prestigious organizations like the National Institutes of Health, the Howard Hughes Medical Institute, and I had the opportunity to use some of the most sophisticated technology available to modern medicine. I was able to leverage the power of sound waves to pierce inside the body and to guide minimally invasive surgeries, real time X-ray machines to travel through blood vessels, and the power of magnetic fields to detect disease.  �



Ultrasound guided interventions
Text Here

Reference: Wikipedia – Radiofrequency Ablation & pubs.rsna.org
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Real time x-ray

Source:  surgery.ucsf.edu & bmj.com
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Magnetic 
Resonance 

Imaging

Source:  forbes.com
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
In other words, and like many of you… I had all the newest and fanciest toys to play with. We’ve seen some of those here at A4M this week. That’s why we all come to A4M every year, right? It’s the toys and technology. These cutting-edge technologies can detect and treat lesions, cancers, and other abnormalities, AND we’ve seen technologies this week that push cellular longevity, BUT they don’t give me the FULL picture - like how vibrant or creative you are... how resilient or forgiving you are… whether you’re holding onto emotional trauma… or whether you live with joy, purpose, and passion in your life. Whether you’re contributing to the larger community or just taking from it. But why would a medical doctor need to know anything about that stuff? While we intuitively know these factors play a role in health, the science hasn’t been there to back it up...until now. �
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
 I became section chief at my hospital, bought a fancy car, bought a fancy home, and thinking that as long as I got success….I would be worthy of love. But underneath my white coat, I was sick. I was overweight, diabetic, hypertensive, and was on several prescription medications.�I had success, but I wasn’t happy. I was alive, but I wasn’t living. I won the promotion, but I lost many relationships. Six-sugar coffee every morning became 6 vodka sodas every weekend. �



Kienvuu.com - @doctorvmd

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I became the poster child of a famous Dalia lama quote when he was asked what he found most interesting about humanity, he said, “Man. Because he would sacrifice his health in order to make money, and then sacrifice his money to recuperate his health.”  This is the result of living a life through old programming.  



“Man – because he would sacrifice his 
health in order to make money, then 
sacrifice his money to recuperate his 
health.”

Dalai Lama

Kienvuu.com - @doctorvmd

Presenter
Presentation Notes
When the Dalai Lama was asked what he found most interesting about humanity, he said, “Man. Because he would sacrifice his health in order to make money, and then sacrifice his money to recuperate his health.”  I wonder if anyone here can relate...�
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Then I was given a gift.  The same year I got my chronic disease diagnosis and lost close relationships, I had a huge labral tear in my shoulder and I was told I may not be able operate again.  Everything in my old programming told me -You’ll never be worthy of love !  Then I met Ishmael.  Same age as me.  Terminal Pancreatic cancer.  I’m asked to drain 10L of fluid from his belly.  And I remember as I was approaching his room, I was bracing myself to meet someone worse off than me.  Then I opened the door and met with the biggest smile and energy, and I can’t forget it. “Doc, I'm so glad to see you.  I’m gonna feel a heck of lot better once you drain this from me.  This really gets in the way of sexy time if you know what I mean.”  I just remembered cracking up, but I had to ask. Ishmael, how are you so happy right now ?  He says, “Doc.  Trust me, it wasn’t always this way.  I used to be stressed out all the time. But after this, I realize one thing I do have control over is how I choose to show up.  And I choose to show up with love and positivity.  That’s it man.” �



THE 
POWER

OF 
CHOICE
IS OURS

Kienvuu.com - @doctorvmd

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Old Programming leads to the same thoughts, same feelings, same actions, and same choices.  So how do we get out of it ? We have to be conscious of the unconscious….of be able to see the old programming.  Make some new conscious what ? Choices 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
New choices led me to take on additional training in anti-aging and regenerative medicine.     I also studied from shamans, personal growth experts like Tony Robbins, and  spiritual biologists like Deepak Chopra and Bruce Lipton, biohackers like Dave Asprey and what I found was an entirely new approach to life and medicine.  In fact, I started to learn that how we live our life is medicine.  ��



Kienvuu.com - @doctorvmd

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Dan Buettner is a journalist, American National Geographic Fellow, and New York Times-bestselling author. He is an explorer, educator, author, producer, storyteller and public speaker. He co-produced an Emmy Award-winning documentary and holds three Guinness records for endurance cycling. You may recognize Dan from his 2005 National Geographic cover. [magazine photo on slide—point to it]In the early 2000s, he undertook a monumental project to reverse engineer aging and longevity. Dan and his team travelled across the world to study the locations with the longest-lived centenarians and see if they could extrapolate why these populations were living so long.  In their quest, they discovered unique 5 populations, including: ��
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Barbagia region of Sardinia – This mountainous highlands of inner Sardinia has the world’s highest concentration of male centenarians.Ikaria, Greece – This Aegean Island has one of the world’s lowest rates of middle-age mortality and the lowest rates of dementia.Nicoya Peninsula, Costa Rica – This region has the world’s lowest rates of middle-age mortality and the second highest concentration of male centenarians.Seventh Day Adventists – with the highest concentration around Loma Linda, California, these folks live 10 years longer than their North American counterparts.Okinawa, Japan – Okinawan females over 70 are the longest-lived population in the world.



BlueZones.com

ANCIENT WISDOM

Kienvuu.com - @doctorvmd

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Once these 5 groups were identified, a team of medical researchers, anthropologists, demographers, and epidemiologists was tasked with pinpointing any evidence-based, common denominators shared amongst the 5 populations. And they found nine, and so they termed it “The Power 9.”  �
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People in the Blue Zones 
CHOSE to live in such a 
way that has unlocked the 
biology of longevity.

Kienvuu.com - @doctorvmd

Presenter
Presentation Notes
People in the Blue Zones didn’t seek out to be the longest lived people on the planet, it was a byproduct of how they CHOSE to live,  but even more importantly, who they chose to be. But how do our choices affect biology ?  How does it affect human potential ? ��
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OPTIMIZED HUMAN POTENTIAL

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The human body is an ecosystem made up of organ systems.  And extraordinary human potential is the result of the optimization of these systems.  An optimized immune system to protect us against pathogens.  An optimized nervous system that allows us to create, innovate, and respond quickly. An optimized cardiovascular and musculoskeletal system allows us to scale Everest, run marathons, and surf giant waves.   And these optimized systems are derived from optimized organs, which are derived from optimized tissues, which are derived from optimized individual cells.  �



www.nature.comKienvuu.com - @doctorvmd

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The science of epigenetic tells us that the fate of each cell - our phenotype - our longevity and performance - is not defined by the genes that reside in them, but how these genes interact with their cellular environment on a moment to moment basis.  Hmm… can choices dictate our cellular environment ? �
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TELOMERES

 Telomere length is inversely proportional 
to lifespan and age-related diseases.

 People with longer telomeres 
tend to be healthier and live longer.

 Unmitigated stress & negative 
thinking can shorten your telomeres.

 Shorter telomeres can be passed 
down to future generations.Elizabeth Blackburn, Ph.D.

Kienvuu.com - @doctorvmd

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Let’s now dive into specific genetic markers as it pertains to longevity.  First, let’s look at telomeres. In 2009, Dr. Elizabeth Blackburn won the Nobel Prize in Physiology or Medicine for discovering the molecular nature of telomeres and for co-discovering telomerase.I looked at telomeres - they are the end caps of DNA that protects the DNA from shortening every time a cell divides.  Preserved telomeres predict longevity, while shortened telomeres are a marker of disease and shortened lifespan.  We see that stress is a major driver for telomere shortening, while sleep, nutrition, exercise, community, and sense of purpose preserves them. Again…we see choices..change the state of our cellular environment...which affects our genes. ��
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TELOMERES: Stress is… BAD !!!

Kienvuu.com - @doctorvmd
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TELOMERES: Positive Lifestyle is GOOD

Kienvuu.com - @doctorvmd

Presenter
Presentation Notes
 The good news is that healthy lifestyle factors can positively affect telomere length, primarily by slowing the rate of telomere shortening. Moderate exercise, quality sleep, a healthy diet, well as a supportive and nurturing social environment, and having a sense of purpose help preserve telomere length.�



https://www.cliniciansbrief.com/article/telomeres-beginning-understand-end-can-we-defeat-aging-process
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CTRA- Conserved Transcriptional Response 
to Adversity

The Fight-or-Flight Stress Response

Kienvuu.com - @doctorvmd

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I then looked at other genetic markers for longevity and disease, one being the CTRA or conserved transcriptional response to adversity.   This is one of the cell danger responses.   Back in the paleolithic days, this complex would get turned on when there’s a saber tooth tiger or neighboring village is about to attack. And when it gets activated, it turns on signaling molecules that basically turns on inflammatory genes - to protect us from an impending flesh wound, and it turns off immunity genes - because why worry about cancer or dealing with infection if we’re about to be lunch. Now while we don’t need to worry about saber tooth tigers anymore, perceived stresses such as loneliness, an argument with a loved one, resenting someone who’s hurt you, this causes a change in the state of the cellular environment which turns on inflammatory genes and turns down immunity genes - ultimately lead to chronic diseases such as heart disease, cancer, etc. What turns off this pathway ?  things like meditation, diet, exercise, and having a sense of purpose turns it off. Again, choices the state of our cellular environments which drive biology.  �
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https://europepmc.org/article/med/31592179Kienvuu.com - @doctorvmd

Presenter
Presentation Notes
What essentially happens when it is activated is  the up-regulation of pro-inflammatory genes and down regulation of antiviral or immunity genes.  You can imagine what happens with its chronic activation right ?  This sets the stage from chronic symptoms and chronic disease.  �
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https://www.semanticscholar.org/paper/The-Emerging-Field-of-Human-Social-Genomics-Slavich-
Cole/d287cb1ed68b8156f4521764121f1041eda0c45e

Disease Pathogenesis
CHD, AD, Cancer, 
Mets, Viral Infections

Kienvuu.com - @doctorvmd

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I then looked at other genetic markers for longevity and disease, one being the CTRA or conserved transcriptional response to adversity.   This is one of the cell danger responses.   Back in the paleolithic days, this complex would get turned on when there’s a saber tooth tiger or neighboring village is about to attack. And when it gets activated, it turns on signaling molecules that basically turns on inflammatory genes - to protect us from an impending flesh wound, and it turns off immunity genes - because why worry about cancer or dealing with infection if we’re about to be lunch. Now while we don’t need to worry about saber tooth tigers anymore, perceived stresses such as loneliness, an argument with a loved one, resenting someone who’s hurt you, this causes a change in the state of the cellular environment which turns on inflammatory genes and turns down immunity genes - ultimately lead to chronic diseases such as heart disease, cancer, etc. What turns off this pathway ?  things like meditation, diet, exercise, and having a sense of purpose turns it off. Again, choices the state of our cellular environments which drive biology.  ��
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Where Science Meets ART
Physical Social Emotional Mental Spiritual

Blue Zones x x x x x

Telomeres x x x x x

CTRA x x x x x

Epigenetic

Clocks
x x x x x

Kienvuu.com - @doctorvmd

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In fact, the more I studied the science of human performance and longevity, the same patterns started showing up.  Whether it was ancient wisdom gained from the Blue Zones, telomeres, CTRA, or epigenetic clocks, I saw the same categories of things that most affected our biology. ���



PHYSICAL

MENTAL

PURPOSE
& SPIRITSOCIAL

EMOTIONAL

Kienvuu.com - @doctorvmd

Presenter
Presentation Notes
 It is our choices - particularly in these areas - that create this BioEnergetic state - our cellular environment… which, in turn, affects our DNA expression, and ultimately, determines cellular health, cellular performance, and longevity.   And this bioenergetic state doesn’t only affect our physiology inwardly, but affects those around us as well. �
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BIOENERGETIC STATE

PHYSICAL

MENTAL

PURPOSE &
SPIRIT

SOCIAL

EMOTIONAL

Kienvuu.com - @doctorvmd

Presenter
Presentation Notes
It turns out there’s some science behind the art of living after all…  and our choices - how we choose to show up in each of these 5 areas - actually create molecular and biochemical changes to our DNA and biology.  It is, in fact, our daily, moment-to-moment choices which elicit the energetic and epigenetic environment of our cells… what I term the BioEnergetic state… which, in turn, controls our biochemistry, our DNA expression, and ultimately, determines cellular health, cellular performance, and longevity. �



THE 
POWER

OF 
CHOICE
IS OURS
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THRIVE SURVIVE

CHOICES

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Again…our choice creates our bioenergetic state or cellular environment.  When we make choices that result in the optimization of our cellular health - we create this vibrant state… what I call the Thrive State…that leads to healing, repair, longevity, and peak performance. Conversely, when we make choices that result in the diminishment of our cellular health…what I call the Stress/Survive State…our cells think we’re in danger…that ultimately leads to poor cellular health, chronic symptoms, and chronic disease.�



THRIVE SURVIVE

CHOICES

Optimized Cells
Optimal Health
Longevity
Peak Performance

Suboptimal Cells
Poor Health
Chronic Symptoms
Chronic Disease
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THRIVE STATE PENTAD

PHYSICAL

MENTAL

SPIRITUALSOCIAL

EMOTIONAL

Nutrition
Movement

Sleep

Focus
Meaning

Perspectives
Mindsets

Joy
Laughter

Celebration
Gratitude

Service
Acts of Kindness

WE not ME
Authentic Self

Tribe
Relationships

Social Interaction
Community

Kienvuu.com - @doctorvmd

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Let’s use this bioenergetic model and my old programming led to how I got disease.  Mental - old programming - I’m not enough, I need success to be worthy of love.  I went for success by putting myself first, instead of lifting others.  Low spiritual state. I wore the mask of not connecting - let me put on the white coat, let me interact with you through that, instead of deeply connecting, instead of showing you who I am, authentically. Low social state.  Where did you think my emotions were?  Stress. anxiety, worry, fear.  What also led me not to eat, sleep, or move well. Low physical state. The choices I made here created a bioenergetic state…    �



SURVIVE

CHOICES

PHYSICAL
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SPIRITUALSOCIAL
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THRIVE STATE PENTAD
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WE not ME
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Kienvuu.com - @doctorvmd

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Imagine a world where the science of longevity FUSES with the art of living.  To take a combined approach I’m introducing, or reminding you of The Forgotten Five. These are the foundational drivers of epigenetic change for optimal cellular longevity and performance.  As you leave here today, I’d like for you to consider making some choices in these 5 areas. �
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THE SCIENCE OF LONGEVITY
(TECHNOLOGY)

AND 
THE ART OF LIVING

(CHOICES)

Kienvuu.com - @doctorvmd

Presenter
Presentation Notes
If TECHNOLOGY is the science, then our CHOICES are certainly the art!Yes bioidentical hormones can optimize our health and performance AND so is choosing joy and love over fear and hate. �Yes peptides will continue to play a pivotal role in life extension AND so is choosing to serve your community. Yes regenerative medicine will continue to evolve as a robust healing modality AND so is choosing to forgive someone who’s hurt you. �
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THRIVE

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Power of Choice is Ours Ishmael gave me the opening to make a new choice.  New experiences gave me a new outlook on life.  I started to sleep, eat, and move better.  I Physical. I optimize my biochemistry and hormones. Guess what ? I started to feel better.  I had more energy, I was feeling alive. Emotional. When these new positive emotions and a new body, I got the girl ! YES.  Social. I wanted to share my happiness and what I learned about health with others. Spiritual.  I began believing everything happens for me, and not to me.   I started recognizing my story - my biography dictates my biology.  Mental. And as I started to master the art of living by making more conscious choices in these 5 areas - of being in the Thrive State - & combined it with anti-aging and regenerative medicine & biohacking  technologies I’ve been able to reverse my diabetes and high blood pressure, lose inflammatory visceral fat, and biologically age backwards. �
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here’s a cool thing about this BioEnergetic model.  All these things are energetically connected. So when you make one choice to elevate your state in any category, you lift up the entire system, and you improve all these other areas in your life. We can all do that right ? Can you commit to making one new easy choice right now.  Will it be physical, emotional, mental, or social ? �
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PHYSICAL

THRIVE STATE PENTAD

Presenter
Presentation Notes
20 sec Sleep – 7-9 hrs, sunlight early in the morning, oura ring, evening routine Nutrition -  nutritionist, sugar/processed food, intermittent fastingMovement – trainer, park further, stairs, standing desk 
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PHYSICAL

MOVEMENT
- More walks in 

nature
- Strength training 
- Aerobic
- Balance and 

Stretching

NUTRITION
- Reduce sugar & 

starches/processed foods 
- Limit Smoking and Alcohol
- Anti-Inflammatory diet (Omega 

3s, Fiber, Antioxidants)

SLEEP
- Regular sleep 

schedule (7-9 hrs)
- No food or blue 

light 2-3 hours 
before bed

- Early morning 
sunlight

- Environment 
(light, 
temperature, 
ambiance)

THRIVE STATE PENTAD

Presenter
Presentation Notes
20 sec Sleep – 7-9 hrs, sunlight early in the morning, oura ring, evening routine Nutrition -  nutritionist, sugar/processed food, intermittent fastingMovement – trainer, park further, stairs, standing desk 
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SOCIALPOSITIVE 
NURTURING 
RELATIONSHIPS
- Set boundaries
- Interest tribe
- Accountability 

partner

THRIVE STATE PENTAD

Presenter
Presentation Notes
20 sec Sleep – 7-9 hrs, sunlight early in the morning, oura ring, evening routine Nutrition -  nutritionist, sugar/processed food, intermittent fastingMovement – trainer, park further, stairs, standing desk 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
20 sec Sleep – 7-9 hrs, sunlight early in the morning, oura ring, evening routine Nutrition -  nutritionist, sugar/processed food, intermittent fastingMovement – trainer, park further, stairs, standing desk 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
20 sec Sleep – 7-9 hrs, sunlight early in the morning, oura ring, evening routine Nutrition -  nutritionist, sugar/processed food, intermittent fastingMovement – trainer, park further, stairs, standing desk 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
20 sec Sleep – 7-9 hrs, sunlight early in the morning, oura ring, evening routine Nutrition -  nutritionist, sugar/processed food, intermittent fastingMovement – trainer, park further, stairs, standing desk 
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SOCIAL CONTACT 3 
PEOPLE
- 1. Thank
- 2. Serve
- 3. Forgive 

POSITIVE 
NURTURING 
RELATIONSHIPS
- Set boundaries
- Interest tribe
- Accountability 

partner

THRIVE STATE PENTAD

Presenter
Presentation Notes
20 sec Sleep – 7-9 hrs, sunlight early in the morning, oura ring, evening routine Nutrition -  nutritionist, sugar/processed food, intermittent fastingMovement – trainer, park further, stairs, standing desk 
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EMOTIONAL

THRIVE STATE PENTAD
- Exercise
- Breathwork
- Chi Gong
- Massage
- Journaling
- Play

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Babies and touch 
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SPIRITUAL

THRIVE STATE PENTAD

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Babies and touch 
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“The meaning of life is to find your
gift, the purpose of life is to give it
away.”

Pablo Picasso

Kienvuu.com - @doctorvmd
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MENTAL

THRIVE STATE PENTAD

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I met Nelson Mandela in the early 1990s and was so moved by his ability to be imprisoned unjustly and yet come out and forgive the very people who took away a quarter-a-century of his life! I asked him how he “survived” those years. He told me he didn’t survive; he “prepared.” He prepared to forgive so that if, in fact, he did survive, he would be able to let go and move on. He knew that only in letting go would he be able to lead himself and others to transform his beloved home of South Africa. �He is often quoted as saying, “Forgiveness liberates the soul. It removes fear… Resentment is like drinking poison and hoping it will kill your enemies.” He said, “As I walked out the door toward the gate that would lead to my freedom, I knew that if I didn’t leave my bitterness and hatred behind, I’d still be in prison.”�Nelson Mandela understood fundamentally that forgiveness is not a gift we give others, it is a gift we give ourselves. It is true freedom from stories of our past and from the pain, rage, and anger that can eat away at our mind and body.�#nelsonmandela #forgiveness #love #leadership See less
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THRIVE STATE PENTAD

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I met Nelson Mandela in the early 1990s and was so moved by his ability to be imprisoned unjustly and yet come out and forgive the very people who took away a quarter-a-century of his life! I asked him how he “survived” those years. He told me he didn’t survive; he “prepared.” He prepared to forgive so that if, in fact, he did survive, he would be able to let go and move on. He knew that only in letting go would he be able to lead himself and others to transform his beloved home of South Africa. �He is often quoted as saying, “Forgiveness liberates the soul. It removes fear… Resentment is like drinking poison and hoping it will kill your enemies.” He said, “As I walked out the door toward the gate that would lead to my freedom, I knew that if I didn’t leave my bitterness and hatred behind, I’d still be in prison.”�Nelson Mandela understood fundamentally that forgiveness is not a gift we give others, it is a gift we give ourselves. It is true freedom from stories of our past and from the pain, rage, and anger that can eat away at our mind and body.�#nelsonmandela #forgiveness #love #leadership See less
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MENTAL
MEANING
- failure/learning 

opportunity
- Curse/blessing

STORY

FOCUS
- Can/can’t control
- Have/don’t 
- Past or 

present/future 

BELIEFS/
MINDSETS

THRIVE STATE PENTAD

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I met Nelson Mandela in the early 1990s and was so moved by his ability to be imprisoned unjustly and yet come out and forgive the very people who took away a quarter-a-century of his life! I asked him how he “survived” those years. He told me he didn’t survive; he “prepared.” He prepared to forgive so that if, in fact, he did survive, he would be able to let go and move on. He knew that only in letting go would he be able to lead himself and others to transform his beloved home of South Africa. �He is often quoted as saying, “Forgiveness liberates the soul. It removes fear… Resentment is like drinking poison and hoping it will kill your enemies.” He said, “As I walked out the door toward the gate that would lead to my freedom, I knew that if I didn’t leave my bitterness and hatred behind, I’d still be in prison.”�Nelson Mandela understood fundamentally that forgiveness is not a gift we give others, it is a gift we give ourselves. It is true freedom from stories of our past and from the pain, rage, and anger that can eat away at our mind and body.�#nelsonmandela #forgiveness #love #leadership See less
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Life is simple. Everything happens
for you, not to you.

Byron Katie

The most important decision we
make is whether we believe we
live in a friendly or hostile
universe.

Albert Einstein
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MENTAL
MEANING
- failure/learning 

opportunity
- Curse/blessing

STORY

FOCUS
- Can/can’t control
- Have/don’t 
- Past/present or 

future 

BELIEFS
MINDSETS

THRIVE STATE PENTAD

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I met Nelson Mandela in the early 1990s and was so moved by his ability to be imprisoned unjustly and yet come out and forgive the very people who took away a quarter-a-century of his life! I asked him how he “survived” those years. He told me he didn’t survive; he “prepared.” He prepared to forgive so that if, in fact, he did survive, he would be able to let go and move on. He knew that only in letting go would he be able to lead himself and others to transform his beloved home of South Africa. �He is often quoted as saying, “Forgiveness liberates the soul. It removes fear… Resentment is like drinking poison and hoping it will kill your enemies.” He said, “As I walked out the door toward the gate that would lead to my freedom, I knew that if I didn’t leave my bitterness and hatred behind, I’d still be in prison.”�Nelson Mandela understood fundamentally that forgiveness is not a gift we give others, it is a gift we give ourselves. It is true freedom from stories of our past and from the pain, rage, and anger that can eat away at our mind and body.�#nelsonmandela #forgiveness #love #leadership See less
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“Forgiveness liberates the soul. 
It removes fear… Resentment is 
like drinking poison and hoping 
it will kill your enemies.” 

“As I walked out the door 
toward the gate that would lead 
to my freedom, I knew that if I 
didn’t leave my bitterness and 
hatred behind, I’d still be in 
prison.”

MEANING

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I met Nelson Mandela in the early 1990s and was so moved by his ability to be imprisoned unjustly and yet come out and forgive the very people who took away a quarter-a-century of his life! I asked him how he “survived” those years. He told me he didn’t survive; he “prepared.” He prepared to forgive so that if, in fact, he did survive, he would be able to let go and move on. He knew that only in letting go would he be able to lead himself and others to transform his beloved home of South Africa. �He is often quoted as saying, “Forgiveness liberates the soul. It removes fear… Resentment is like drinking poison and hoping it will kill your enemies.” He said, “As I walked out the door toward the gate that would lead to my freedom, I knew that if I didn’t leave my bitterness and hatred behind, I’d still be in prison.”�Nelson Mandela understood fundamentally that forgiveness is not a gift we give others, it is a gift we give ourselves. It is true freedom from stories of our past and from the pain, rage, and anger that can eat away at our mind and body.�#nelsonmandela #forgiveness #love #leadership See less
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MENTAL
MEANING
- failure/learning 

opportunity
- Curse/blessing

STORY

FOCUS
- Can/can’t control
- Have/don’t 
- Past/present or 

future 

BELIEFS
MINDSETS

THRIVE STATE PENTAD

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I met Nelson Mandela in the early 1990s and was so moved by his ability to be imprisoned unjustly and yet come out and forgive the very people who took away a quarter-a-century of his life! I asked him how he “survived” those years. He told me he didn’t survive; he “prepared.” He prepared to forgive so that if, in fact, he did survive, he would be able to let go and move on. He knew that only in letting go would he be able to lead himself and others to transform his beloved home of South Africa. �He is often quoted as saying, “Forgiveness liberates the soul. It removes fear… Resentment is like drinking poison and hoping it will kill your enemies.” He said, “As I walked out the door toward the gate that would lead to my freedom, I knew that if I didn’t leave my bitterness and hatred behind, I’d still be in prison.”�Nelson Mandela understood fundamentally that forgiveness is not a gift we give others, it is a gift we give ourselves. It is true freedom from stories of our past and from the pain, rage, and anger that can eat away at our mind and body.�#nelsonmandela #forgiveness #love #leadership See less
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STORY

YOUR BIOGRAPHY DICTATES YOUR 
BIOLOGY

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I met Nelson Mandela in the early 1990s and was so moved by his ability to be imprisoned unjustly and yet come out and forgive the very people who took away a quarter-a-century of his life! I asked him how he “survived” those years. He told me he didn’t survive; he “prepared.” He prepared to forgive so that if, in fact, he did survive, he would be able to let go and move on. He knew that only in letting go would he be able to lead himself and others to transform his beloved home of South Africa. �He is often quoted as saying, “Forgiveness liberates the soul. It removes fear… Resentment is like drinking poison and hoping it will kill your enemies.” He said, “As I walked out the door toward the gate that would lead to my freedom, I knew that if I didn’t leave my bitterness and hatred behind, I’d still be in prison.”�Nelson Mandela understood fundamentally that forgiveness is not a gift we give others, it is a gift we give ourselves. It is true freedom from stories of our past and from the pain, rage, and anger that can eat away at our mind and body.�#nelsonmandela #forgiveness #love #leadership See less
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here’s a cool thing about this BioEnergetic model.  All these things are energetically connected. So when you make one choice to elevate your state in any category, you lift up the entire system, and you improve all these other areas in your life. We can all do that right ? Can you commit to making one new easy choice right now.  Will it be physical, emotional, mental, or social ? �
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WHAT CHOICE WILL YOU MAKE?

The 
Autopilot

(DMN)

The 
Conscious 
Creative 
YOU

Kienvuu.com - @doctorvmd

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Look I understand it won’t always be easy to make the right choice.  There’s a default mode that lurks in the background when you’re not paying attention.  But when you are aware of it, you have access to new possibilities.Even when it’s hard, The Power of Choice is Ours  �



THE 
POWER

OF 
CHOICE
IS OURS

Kienvuu.com - @doctorvmd

Presenter
Presentation Notes
There’s a quote I love from Victor Frankl. Holocaust survivor. Here’s a man who saw friends and family members starved, tortured, and murdered, but he still had this to say. “Between stimulus and response there’s a space.  And in that space is our power to choose our response.  And in our response, lie’s our growth and freedom.”  �
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“Between stimulus and response
there’s a space. In that space is our
power to choose our response. In
our response, lies our growth and
freedom."

Victor Frankl

Kienvuu.com - @doctorvmd

Presenter
Presentation Notes
There’s a quote I love from Victor Frankl. Holocaust survivor. Here’s a man who saw friends and family members starved, tortured, and murdered, but he still had this to say. “Between stimulus and response there’s a space.  And in that space is our power to choose our response.  And in our response, lie’s our growth and freedom.”  ��



Thrivestatebook.com

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So everytime that old programming comes up, I want you to create space and ACT.  Every Time you have that craving.  Feeling lazy on the couch.  Drop in cash flow. Or you get triggered by your spouse.  Create space. Go for a walk in nature, do a brain tap session, Take 10 deep breaths in through your nose and out through your mouth.   And in that space, I want you to ACT.  Which is to have Awareness of your trigger…is it coming from old programming (HINT: it almost always is).  Oh it's that old story of I’m not worthy. Or that belief that being overweight is in your genes.  Or that fear of making payroll.  She triggered this wound of not being good enough. Then Choose.  How do you want to show up ? Who do you want to be ? �



THRIVE SURVIVE

CHOICES
RESPOND 

CURIOSITY 

LOVE/GRATITUDE

FORGIVE

HEART

WE

REACT 

JUDGEMENT

RESENT 

FEAR/ANGER

ME 

HEAD 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Place a flag in the sand and Choose who YOU are. No person, no virus, no circumstance, no bank account, no job title, no Old Programming gets to define you. Do you want to be kind, nurturing, joyous, and loving?  You Choose!  �And then Take Action - Maybe it looks something like…Saying something like “Oh honey, I’m sorry I reacted.  I didn’t mean that.  I just got triggered by some Old Programming.  I want us to be connected.  Can we start over?  You choose…curiosity over judgment.  You choose…forgiving rather than resenting. You chose…serving rather than taking. 



Thrivestatebook.com
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Kienvuu.com - @doctorvmd

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I trained myself to go through this process every time I’m faced with something that challenges me. Back at the icu.  I was thinking “Why is this happening to me?”  I wanted to blame the doctors, I wanted to blame the hospital. Then I took 10 deep breaths. I have the Awareness that I’m reacting.  Choose - I choose the belief that everything happens for me, not to me.  Take action- I’m asking the question - how is this happening for me ?  Where’s the gift in this moment ?  And I swear to God,  And right when I asked that question, the nurse asked me if I wanted to hold my daughter for the first time.  She had a tube down her nose, tube down her mouth, IVs on her arms.  and remembered just thinking Health complications or not… She is perfect just the way she is. Then my heart just cracked open, and I was reminded of how precious life is, how each of us who’s been gifted with this life is absolutely more than enough and worthy of love, even me.  Then just a huge wave of healing overcame me and washed away that old programming of “not enough” that had been lingering.  Happening for me, not to me.  And just an update, This is Kaia. As you can see, she is doing very well (Picture of Kaia in fancy car).  She’s very happy…fancy car or not.  {laughs/smile}�
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
What if it’s all a gift ? Even the problems, even the pain, even the downsizing, even the car accidents, even the relationships that didn’t work out, or the contracts that fell through.  All happening for us.  



HEAT
PRESSURE

TIME 
=

TRANSFORMATION

Presenter
Presentation Notes
What if it’s just life giving you the gift of pressure ??? And if you choose to live with Purpose, Passion, and Persistence – Bring the Heat.  Guess what ? …it’s only a matter of time before you create another Diamond. 



THE 
POWER

OF 
CHOICE
IS OURS

Kienvuu.com - @doctorvmd

Presenter
Presentation Notes
How do you think the world will change if we create a little space, and make conscious choices about the state we live in.  What would it look like if more and more of us were in the Thrive State?When we start to elevate our state - our vibration - we not only change our biology, but that energy permeates outwards - impacting others.  Your children, my children, the planet will experience this new vibration, this new programming - you become the seed of a new Blue Zone.  So make the choice you want to see in the world and choose to create a beautiful masterpiece of a life - that’s the art of living - that’s the best medicine you can do for yourself and humanity. �



Let’s Connect

Get In Touch With Me.

kien@kienvuumd.com

twitter.com/kienvuumd

facebook.com/kienvuumd

@doctorvmd

Kienvuu.com - @doctorvmd

Presenter
Presentation Notes
How many of you want to learn a simple 2 minute exercise that will make you live longer, reduce stress & inflammation, and increase happiness, health, and harmony ? Then everybody get up.  This exercise is called Laughter Yoga - which basically combines the power of Breath, Movement, Laughter, and Childlike playfulness to lower the stress hormone cortisol, and to increase feel good hormones like endorphins in the body.  The good news is you don’t have to think I’m funny to benefit, the bads news…you don’t get to see me in a yoga outfit.  Actually…that might be more good news for you.  This is very simple exercise… All you have to do is play full out and follow  instructions.  The more full out you play the more the biological benefit.  The first thing we’re going to do is a set of 2 chants and  claps. Clap - 1, 2, 1,2,3, he he ha ha ha he he ha ha ha.  Are your hands tingling!  You’re activating !Next - Very good very good yea.  Very good very good yea.  Ok next…we’re going to do Greeting Laughter. Milk Shake Laughter Cell Phone Laughter - So when I tell you to go…. You’re going to hold up an imaginary cell phone, laugh as if you’ve heard the funniest joke ever.  Ho Ho ha ha ha.  Ho ho ha ha ha.  Lion Laughter. Queen or King of the Jungle. Finally is Gradient Laughter. �



Questions?

www.foundationforpn.org



Thank You for Watching!

Did you like this webinar? Please take our survey at the end of this webinar. A 
recording will be uploaded on our website at www.foundationforpn.org shortly. 
Stay tuned.

Do you like us? Please consider supporting us so that we can continue to fulfill 
our mission of improving the lives of people living with Peripheral Neuropathy. 
You can give securely online, via mail or via phone. Every dollar matters!

Can we help with anything else? Call 847-883-9942 or email info@tffpn.org. 
You may also mail inquiries and donations to the Foundation for Peripheral 
Neuropathy at 485 E. Half Day Road, Suite 350, Buffalo Grove, Illinois 60089.

www.foundationforpn.org

http://www.foundationforpn.org/
mailto:info@tffpn.org
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